The Zinc-Tech™ Advantage
Fence Tube
Fence tube is one of the most common end use products which is produced utilizing the Zinc-Tech™ process.
Corrosion performance and strength are vital to a quality fence product. These characteristics are two of the
strongest attributes inline galvanized products. Your
customers will immediately recognized your product
quality when compared to alternative products.

Fact: A Brilliant Triple Protected Exterior Surface

One look at the exterior surface and you will be amazed at the shiny, highly lustered appearance. From
the base galvanizing to the beautiful protective clear coat, the product speaks of quality.
Benefit: A better performing zinc coating is only the start. Prior to being cut to length the surface is

chemically treated to prohibit the formation of white rust. After the surface is chemically alter to improve
performance you may choose to apply a third clear or pigmented coating to lock in the products just
manufactured appearance. The combination of these coatings also dramatically improves protection.

Fact: The Interior Surface Exhibits Excellent Corrosion Resistance

The beauty of our process is that you can control the level of internal protection. Be it standard coatings or
high zinc rich coatings, you have the control to suit virtually any end use specification.
Benefit: Whether you are applying a standard internal coating or high zinc load internal coating your products

will have excellent internal protection against rusting. This gives you the ability to match your finished product
to your customers specification. This will most certainly provide you a competitive advantage in the market
while controlling your production costs.
Fact: Exceptional Zinc Adhesion and Ductility

Zinc-Tech™ products posses exceptional zinc adhesion and ductility properties. Both of these are beneficial
properties for end use products which require secondary fabrication.
Benefit: Many fence tubes undergo various post processing operations. Be it swaging to join top railing or

bending for panel or gate fabrication, you can be sure that your products will not flake or peel.

Passivation coating

Clear or Pigmented* UV Coating

Galvanized using the Zinc-Tech™ process
Standard Pipe per ASTM 53 spec

Standard or Zinc Rich
ID Coating

* Limited colors currently available

To learn even more about the benefits associated with our process please visit our website, or
contact us via email at sales@superior-tech.net.
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